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Figure 1: The overview of this dissertation.

ABSTRACT
Novel AI algorithms introduce a new generation of AI-powered
Creativity Support Tools (AI-CSTs). These tools can inspire and
surprise users with algorithmic outputs that the users could not
expect. However, users can struggle to align their intentions with
unexpected algorithmic behaviors. My dissertation research studies
how user expressions in art-making AI-CSTs need to be designed.
With an interview study with 14 artists and a literature survey
on 111 existing CSTs, I first isolate three requirements: 1) allow
users to express under-constrained intentions, 2) enable the tool
and the user to co-learn the user expressions and the algorithmic
behaviors, and 3) allow easy and expressive iteration. Based on
these requirements, I introduce two tools, 1) Artinter, which learns
how the users express their visual art concepts within their com-
munication process for art commissions, and 2) TaleBrush, which
facilitates the under-constrained and iterative expression of user
intents through sketching-based story generation. My research
provides guidelines for designing user expression interactions for
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AI-CSTs while demonstrating how they can suggest new designs
of AI-CSTs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and
tools; •Applied computing→Arts and humanities; •Comput-
ing methodologies→ Artificial intelligence;Machine learn-
ing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies
introduced new opportunities for art-making1. They expand the
range of art-making support provided by computerized creativity
support tools (CSTs). Some AI-CSTs, or AI-powered CSTs, automate
1I use the term “art-making” to indicate a broad set of activities for making creative,
aesthetic artifacts, from visual arts to music, stage play, visual designs, etc.
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less creative but laboring tasks, such as color flatting [7]. Other
tools provide ideation support with novel and surprising inspira-
tions. AI tools designed to give critiques or suggestions fall into
this category [2]. Advanced generative algorithms, such as genera-
tive adversarial networks (GAN) [5] or pretrained language models
(PLM) [1], can even implement artifacts that the artists might not
have brought up by themselves. These generative algorithms intro-
duced the paradigm of human-AI co-creation, where humans and
AIs incrementally create a single artifact.

Among different types of support from AI-CSTs, I focus on in-
telligent support that brings in inspiring ideas, such as ideation or
generative support. As the source of inspiring ideas, this type of sup-
port leverages and benefits from unpredictable AI behaviors—either
due to complex underlying mechanisms or stochastic technical
approaches such as sampling. That is, as the users cannot exactly
expect the AI results, they can get inspiration from them. However,
this desirable unpredictability can turn into an undesirable one if
AI results diverge too much from the user’s rough expectations
about the final artifact. To address this, AI algorithms for creativity
support tools tend to allow users to express their intentions, guiding
unpredictable algorithmic outputs.

Unfortunately, many AI-CSTs are not designed to consider the
unique needs of users expressing their artistic intent. Traditional
input widgets, such as sliders, require users to specify their inten-
tions narrowly, while users would not have very specific intents.
Moreover, the AI algorithm would not very precisely follow such
user inputs due to inherent unpredictability. Recent natural lan-
guage prompt-based input approaches [1, 6] would allow users to
express intentions roughly, but they also have limitations that the
user might disagree with the tool on how they use verbal concepts.
For example, an AI-CST might consider a specific style as a “rough
brush”, and the user can have different interpretations regarding the
same input. Lastly, the iterations of expressions are often inflexible
with complex controls, while easy and flexible iteration would be
crucial for exploring various ideas. These limitations would slow
the art-making processes or hurt the user’s sense of ownership over
the process and the resulting artifact.

In my dissertation, I explore user expressions for idea-providing
art-making AI-CSTs. To uncover design requirements for artistic
expressions in AI-CSTs, I first investigate user needs in expressing
artistic intentions and limitations in the current designs of AI-CSTs.
To understand user needs, I studied Artist’s Support Network, or
relationships that artists have with other already intelligent and au-
tonomous agents, other people. My expectation was that as AI-CSTs
would supplement and partially automate support from these peo-
ple, users’ expectations of the human-human relationships would
likely propagate to some types of AI-CSTs. To examine existing
designs of CSTs, I reviewed 111 existing CSTs and investigated their
roles, interactions with users, technologies, and how these intersect
to form the design space of CSTs. Based on these projects, I identify
three requirements for designing user expression in AI-CSTs for
inspiration: R1) allow users to express under-constrained inten-
tions, which would also resonate with desirably unpredictable AI
behaviors, R2) allow users to co-learn with the tool through user
expressions—aligning algorithms to their intentions while users
also learning the algorithmic mechanisms, and R3) allow easy and
expressive iteration on complex user intentions so that the user can

easily explore varying algorithmic outputs if they want to. Meeting
these requirements would facilitate the ease of exploring different
ideas while ensuring a sense of ownership over the process and the
resulting artifact. Based on identified requirements, I introduce two
AI-CSTs that extend how users can express intentions to AI-CSTs:
1) Artinter, which co-learns artistic expressions with the users in
art commission settings and 2) TaleBrush, which allows users to
sketch out their intentions in an iterative and under-constrained
way when using story generation.

2 STUDY TO REQUIREMENTS: ARTISTIC
EXPRESSIONS IN AI-CSTS

In order to identify the requirements for user expressions inAI-CSTs
for art-making, I conducted two studies. The first is an interview
study with 14 practicing artists from a wide range of domains
including visual arts, music, and creative writing [3]. My focus was
on how artists get support from other humans who are already
intelligent agents. I expected that some interaction patterns from
human-human relationships would propagate to interactions with
AI-CSTs. I identified a spectrum of support relationship types (e.g.,
“subcontract”, “featuring”, or “mentorship”), provided support, and
in which conditions artists get successful support.

Findings from the interview study emphasize the role of under-
constrained communicative means. Artists used them either with in-
tentional or unintentional purposes. Intentionally under-constrained
communication would allow the supporting actors some degree
of freedom on what they can suggest. For instance, a movie direc-
tor wanting a “warm” song for a movie soundtrack would allow
more freedom than those who give out detailed specifications on
every aspect of the soundtrack. At the same time, artists use under-
constrained means unintentionally when they cannot find accurate
means to specify their ideas. For example, the movie director might
have had a specific direction on how the soundtrack should sound
but might have failed to find an accurate description.

Findings also indicate the need for easy and expressive iteration
when communicating ideas. Artists use various communication
means, from verbal explanations to sketches and references. Re-
garding sketches and references, artists tend to bring in many of
them and iterate multiple times on those to communicate what
they can be satisfied with. Due to such a reason, being easy but
expressive in bringing them would be crucial—if not, the additional
work from sketching and finding references could overload artists.

Through iterative support and communications, artists and sup-
porting actors tend to co-learn about each other’s styles and values.
That is, they build a better understanding of the counterpart’s prefer-
ences. Sometimes, they even end up having similar styles or values.
Sharing styles and values would accelerate the process as extensive
communication might not be necessary to make decisions.

In the second study, I conducted a literature review on 111 exist-
ing CSTs, identifying their underlying roles, interactions, technolo-
gies, and users [2]. I also investigated how these elements intersect
with each other and form the design space of CSTs.

From this study, I identified that AI-CSTs often leverage unpre-
dictable behaviors of AI algorithms, using them to provide users
with surprising and inspiring ideas. At the same time, very high
unpredictability was not desirable, as they can go beyond what the
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Figure 2: Usage pattern of ArtInter, a visual art commission
support tool.

user expects. With this regard, controllability, or giving users more
handles to steer the behavior or outputs of AI-CSTs, has been fre-
quently adopted. However, the control interactions often adopted
existing input modalities, such as sliders, which can potentially
give the users the impression of “precise” inputs. As such an im-
pression would mismatch with the actual algorithmic behaviors,
under-constrained inputs would bemore adequate for unpredictable
AI algorithms.

Some tools used AI algorithms to learn the user preferences on
the algorithmic outputs, such as allowing users to give “Like” to
the tool. However, this aspect of co-learning between AI-CSTs and
users is yet under-explored in which information users can provide
and what these tools can learn about the users.

From these findings, I isolate three design requirements for user
expressions in AI-CSTs. Note that these requirements might not
be the comprehensive set, but are the most notable ones from my
studies:

• R1: Allow users to express under-constrained intentions.
The users would also need to be allowed to control the level
of under-constraints while matching it with the algorithmic
unpredictability.

• R2: Allow users and AI-CSTs to co-learn through iterative
interactions. AI-CSTs would need to learn the user’s styles
and values while users should be able to understand how
AI-CSTs would behave with their inputs.

• R3: Allow users to easily and expressively iterate with inputs.
Iterative expressions should ultimately facilitate users to
explore various ideas with low effort.

With these requirements in mind, I introduce two tools as a part of
my dissertation.

3 ARTINTER: CO-LEARNING EXPRESSIONS
The first tool, Artinter (Figure 2), is an AI-powered visual art com-
munication tool. Artinter is for art commission communications,
where clients ask artists for art pieces. Due to the gaps in languages,
expertise, and preferred styles between artists and clients, artists
and clients can struggle to get specifications about the commis-
sioned art piece. Artinter is to close these gaps by allowing artists
and clients to share sketches, references, and verbal concepts on
the mood board. During the sharing process, users can specify
artistic concepts of interest by relating example art pieces to the

Figure 3: TaleBrush, a human-AI story co-creation tool con-
trolled by sketching.

concepts. The user can use these concepts to communicate the
user’s intention to other users.

At the same time, the tool will also learn the specified concepts
while letting the user know how it learned those concepts (R2).
Through AI functions that learn user-defined concepts, the user can
search and generate more examples with these concepts as controls.
This support of expanding a set of examples will eventually help
users to draw a clear boundary of what they want. For example,
users can find examples that show the extremeswithin their allowed
boundary or mix different concepts to find examples that would be
mostly close to what they would want.

While demonstrating the benefits of co-learning, the tool also
reveals the future directions for designing co-learning functions.
Artinter’s co-learning functions focus on learning the user’s styles
through categorizing concepts. However, some users thought that
not all concepts are best represented with categories but might lie
on the spectrum. Other users implied that they do not want these
algorithms to learn to accurately “replicate” their styles. In such a
case, the AI-CSTs would need to allow users to specify how closely
these tools should learn the styles of users.

4 TALEBRUSH: ITERATIVE AND
UNDER-CONSTRAINED EXPRESSIONS

TaleBrush (Figure 3) is a human-AI story co-creation tool that lever-
ages sketching as a control approach [4]. Recent advances in large
language models, such as GPT3 [1], have introduced opportuni-
ties for human-AI story co-creation. While “prompting”, or writing
natural language instructions with examples, has been the main
approach to steer the behavior of these models, iteration can be
challenging only with prompting, as there can be too many options
to iterate the prompts.

This project investigates how we can facilitate the iteration of
story generation with sketching (R3). In TaleBrush, the user can vi-
sually sketch out the fluctuation of the character’s fortune, whether
the character is going through good or bad events (green sketch in
Figure 3). The x-axis of the canvas stands for the sequence of the
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story and the y-axis is for the level of the fortune. Once the user
draws a line sketch, the tool generates story sentences (text lines
with blue markers in Figure 3) while following the given fortune
specification. The user can decide on what to do with the gener-
ated sentences: they can directly adopt them, edit them, or try the
generation again. The user can also iterate on the story generation
by redrawing only a portion of the line sketch.

TaleBrush also facilitates iteration by helping users quickly un-
derstand generated results. As the tool generates a sequence of
story sentences, understanding if the generation well followed the
user specification can require some user effort, as the user would
need to read sentences and compare those to corresponding in-
put positions in line drawings. To facilitate user understanding,
TaleBrush visualizes the fortune of the generated sentences right
upon the drawn sketch (blue line in Figure 3). The user can visually
compare the drawn sketch and visualization from the generated
sentences to quickly capture how the generation is done.

TaleBrush also allows users to express their under-constrained
intentions while matching them to the unpredictable algorithmic
behaviors (R1). The line drawing has width and sketchy render-
ing, which provides the users the sense that their input is not very
precise. Such low precision would coincide with the rough inten-
tions users would have. The width of the line drawing also matches
the unpredictable algorithmic behaviors, as the width indicates
the range of median error in controlled generations. With these
designs, users would have better expectations about how well the
algorithm would follow the control. Moreover, when users want to
be more or less specific in their intentions, TaleBrush allows users
to control the level of under-constraints. If users draw sketches
slowly, TaleBrush assumes that their intents are more specific. In
such a case, TaleBrush renders the sketch line with a narrower
width while trying more generations to get the error bound that
matches the narrowed line width.

5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION
In my research, I investigate designs of user expressions in art-
making AI-CSTs that provide idea-wise support. I identified re-
quirements for user expressions by studying how artists get sup-
port from already-intelligent agents, people, and how CSTs have
been designed with novel AI technologies. Based on identified re-
quirements, I build AI-CSTs that facilitate co-learning, iterative,
and under-constrained user expressions.

As a future direction, I am eager to design user expression in-
teractions that can satisfy all three requirements. By considering
three requirements altogether, I hope to figure out a more compre-
hensive design space for AI-CSTs. Specifically, I am interested in
expanding prompting approaches for generative language models
and vision-language models, so that AI-CSTs can understand the
user’s unique but under-constrained intentions with lightweight
iterative interactions from the user. I believe going outside of the
box of “text prompt" and combining other interaction modalities,
such as visual sketching, can be a promising approach.

Moreover, I hope to study how designed user expressions would
impact the use of novel AI technologies in the artist’s practice.
Through this effort, I will also introduce ways to evaluate AI-CSTs
on how they meet three requirements in the artist’s usage contexts.

Ultimately, I want to understand if user expressions designed out
of the identified requirements can help users to create artifacts
outside of their own boundaries while maintaining their sense of
ownership and agency. At UIST doctoral symposium, I would like
to discuss the alignment of my projects within the framing and the
potential of my future directions.
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